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<td><strong>Keywords:</strong></td>
<td>This study aims at determining the impact of using smartphones on aspects of early childhood language development. This analytical descriptive study was conducted among early childhood children. Documentation was the technique for collecting the data whereas analysing the data was the library research method. Allowing children to use smartphones which are still at an early age with adequate time control, does not interfere with their language development. Children with these criteria can still develop normally. However, the undesirable effects of using smartphones outweigh the constructive effects. In conclusion, early childhood is already familiar with smartphones and is strongly dependent on them in their activities. With a high quantity of time, children’s language development is not optimal and tends to be hampered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTRODUCTION

The gadget is one of the technological advances used equally at all ages, including children under five years (Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika Republik Indonesia, 2015). There is a rapid increase in motor development, speech-language, and freedom of socialization (Rumini dan Sundari, 2004). Excessive use of devices at this age can interfere with the development process (Sigman, 2011). When a child is addicted to a device, the child does not care about the environment.

Internal and external factors affect the process of child development. Children are tiny humans who have potential that still needs to be developed (Nurmalina, 2016). Providing smartphones for children is one of the external socio-economic factors and parenting. The results of research conducted by Fajariyah show that the intensity of the use of smartphones has a significant impact on the development of socialization of independence, language, fine and gross movements. This is evidenced by the incomplete developmental tasks at each stage of the children's age. The higher the intensity of the use of the device, the more excellent the opportunity for children to experience possible developmental deviations (Fajariyah et al., 2018).

Smartphones directly affect the language and social development of children. If children communicate directly with their environment, both aspects of development can be better. On the other hand, children who are used to smartphones are not. Smartphones can distinguish the dimensions of an object and affect the children's mindset (A, 2017). The use of smartphones certainly affects the language development of children. Developing a child's language is the child's ability to respond to sounds, obey commands, and speak politely. Language develops very quickly and becomes the basis for further development in toddlers' lives (Salnita, Atmazaki, 2019). The device screen always displays an image of the same size, the size of which must be different in natural conditions so that it interferes with little one's fine motor skills. Early childhood is people aged 0-8 years experience rapid physical and mental growth (Yunita, 2020). Static activity while operating a gadget can interfere with the overall developmental aspect of the children’s movement. It is easier to establish social relationships without making someone directly socialize, namely only by using tools such as social media.

The smartphone is one of the products of this technology that has changed human communication behaviour by penetrating space and time. People who are thousands of kilometres away can communicate with each other while looking at each other and only by using gadget media. A gadget is a small electronic device that has a special function, such as a smartphone. Technology is essentially created to make human life easier and more comfortable (Junierissa, 2018). There are various forms of devices (Efendi, 2014) which states that computers or laptops, tablet PCs, and mobile phones or smartphones are smartphones. In Indonesia, such devices are called smartphones (Widiawati, L., Sugiman, H., 2014) which states that smartphones are sophisticated items developed by various applications that can offer various news media, social networks, hobbies and even entertainment. Another opinion (Jati dan Herawati, 2014) is that the gadget is a medium used as a means of modern communication and facilitates human communication activities.

Many children are familiar with devices such as computers or laptops, tablet PCs, and mobile phones or smartphones. Device-based applications such as game applications, from adventure games to colouring applications, learning to read and write letters, have attracted early childhood interest in smartphones. Based on the description above, the problems to be studied in this study can generally be explained by the following formula; How does the use of smartphones affect aspects of early childhood development?"

The use of smartphones that are not balanced in monitoring can hurt their use. The effect on humans is very influential from a health point of view to a social point of view—no exception for early childhood. According to the National Association For The Education Young Children
Early childhood is a crucial period in studying human life in terms of brain development, intelligence, personality, memory, and other aspects of development. Growth and development today can be disrupted in the future (Bredekamp, S. Rosegrant, 1992). It is essential to understand the principles of child development to get a general idea of a child's behaviour at a particular stage. Development is related to improving the structure of body functions, including the ability to move as a whole, gross movement, speech and language, as well as social and independence (Soetjingsih & Ranuh, 2013).

Aspects of children's development according to (Syaidi, 2004), namely: (1) motor development, (2) thinking/cognitive development, (3) language development, (4) social development, and (5) emotional development. (Aswin Hadis, 2003), many impressions are broad enough to get things done, including physical, perceptual, linguistic, and social-emotional. (Catron, Carol E. & Allen, 1999) explained six aspects of early childhood development, namely personal awareness, emotional health, social, communication, cognition, and motor skills. In this study, the developmental aspects discussed are physical, cognitive, language, and socio-emotional.

**METHOD**

This research method was a literature study consisting of data obtained from the library in encyclopedias, essays, dissertations, books, journals, documents, dictionaries, and journals (Khatibah, 2013). The literature study method in this research is to choose a topic, look for information on the topic in relevant journals, and compile a report. This research data comes from the literature in relevant journals/research, namely the last ten years with variables that match the research title. The documents are used as data collection techniques, namely looking for data about variables in journals/research.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

In Fajariyah’s research, most children with a high level of device use (75%) questioned their developmental outcomes. Excessive use of tools can cause various developmental disorders, including speech disorders, emotional disorders, and cognitive disorders. As a result, this study found that the intensity of device use significantly affects the development of social-self-reliance, speech and language, movement fluency, and finally, overall movement. This is evidenced by the unfinished developmental tasks at each stage of a child’s development (Fajariyah et al., 2018). Research findings (Nurmasari, 2016) also show a correlation between the severity of gadget use and delays in the development of speech and language aspects in toddlers. The direct impact of this developmental delay is that children rarely interact with the environment. Children prefer to sit and lie down to play with smartphones. It will directly interfere with the development of the child’s overall mobility. In addition, it is more worrying to happen when the child starts to practice walking.

Gemi and Nyimas (2018) research results describe the relationship between the duration of gadget use and preschoolers' language development at PAUD Al Ilhamiyah Cakung, East Jakarta.
From this study, it was concluded that most language developments were expected. A 2003 study at the Child Development Clinic of Banda Jakarta Hospital (Wen, 2011) of about 60 children showed that some parents had language problems with their children. Of the 60 cases, only a small proportion occurred under the age of 1 year. Failure in relationships and communication between the ages of 0-3 is not seen as a permanent deficit but is considered a condition that is still very changing and developing. The research (Fajriyah, 2018) shows that 66 children participated in the study. Children with low gadget intensity showed appropriate developmental test results, while high gadget use intensity showed dubious test results. With moderate strength and positive direction (correlation coefficient = 0.521), there is a relationship between the intensity of gadget use and the development of children aged 24-60 months (p = 0.000).

Yulsyo (2013) research confirms that some games can be a great way to help children learn and encourage them to read for children who cannot read well. Many games can help children learn by reading, which is more fun because they are decorated with colourful characters and exciting music. In addition, while playing, children also need to read every command given through game characters and game descriptions. Therefore, children can learn to read by playing indirectly. Furthermore, Yulsyo’s research explained that smartphones:

a. Interfere with Receptive Language Development
Receptive language is also known as passive language, the development of children’s ability to hear in the receptive language in early childhood, for example listening to fairy tales and songs. This ability can respond to direct learning where the child can answer the questions asked. The child is able to react when communicating with others; for example, the child can respond when he is conversing with people in his environment. In fact, with gadgets, children are only interested in features that make them not interested in interacting with their environment.

b. Interfere with Expressive Language Development
Receptive language is the ability to express. In early childhood, this ability is expected to express and express various needs, desires and feelings verbally. Able to encourage children when speaking clearly and firmly so that they can be understood. Encourage articulation in language. They were helping children understand when interacting with their social and environmental environment.

c. With smartphones, children cannot speak Indonesian well.

d. Prevents recognizing mother tongue in childhood (B1).

e. Children are unable to communicate non-verbally
This is because smartphones allow children to spend time with smartphones to limit facial expressions and expressions of wants and needs through spoken and non-verbal language.

f. Smartphones reduce children’s desire not to use eye contact when interacting.

Widhianawati’s research suggests that if children are given toys in the form of smartphones at this time, it will affect the language acquisition process that is not by their level of development. This can happen because of a one-way interaction because children are addicted to smartphones. However, language is an essential part of life. The language of one individual with another individual will be connected to each other through the language process (Jafri, Yendrizal., 2019).

Using smartphones also impacts children’s speech delays because smartphones inhibit direct communication with the surrounding environment (Yulsyofriend et al., 2019). According to Ferliana, children and smartphones are the game’s most important rules (Sulton, 2013). One of the negative impacts of using smartphones is that it inhibits language skills (children who are accustomed to using smartphones will tend to be silent, often imitate the language they hear, close themselves off and are reluctant to communicate with friends or their environment).
Technology affects children because technological devices are the most effective learning media. The presence of walking pictures, sound effects, or the appearance of songs makes learning media very popular with children through technology. Moreover, technological advances can also help children’s creativity if the user is balanced with their interaction with their environment. They were making minors too free. The use of very advanced technology such as smartphones can change children’s behaviour, so that the role of parents becomes crucial (Efendi, 2014).

Research by (Trinika, 2015) showed that smartphones affect the psychological development of children. This result is by the quadratic test, where the value obtained is 0.005. Because the p-value <0.05, it can be concluded that the use of smartphones affects the psychological development of children. In Wulansari’s research, the results of this study are that smartphones can affect brain development in childhood. Smartphones are also harmful radiation that can affect a children’s brain and nerves. The effects of using smartphones on children’s development are both positive and negative.

Other research on smartphones also concludes that their smartphones are used only as a means of entertainment. Used smartphones cannot be used as learning media. Second, children’s study time is not well organized. This is indicated by the lack of children's learning programs at home. Third, smartphones hurt children if they do not manage their study time well, in addition to poor parental control over children, village government policies regarding time limits for using smartphones—absence, unhelpful environment, and so on.

**Parental Assistance in Early Childhood in the Use of Digital Technology**

Parental assistance in early childhood is essential. It is necessary to reduce the negative effect on its use. When parents play with smartphones, parental supervision and attention are lacking because parents do not minimize the impact of smartphones on children’s development and growth. The negative and positive effects of smartphones in shaping children's character can be seen in their children through education, teaching, and communication (Sinta, Muhamad Ali, 2018). In the era of the information technology revolution, it has led to the spread of communication technology. It can influence the formation of new societies (Webster, 2006). The role of parents is vital in forming a new society. In the digital era, parents must be careful and play an active role in the growth and development of children without relying on smartphones (Alia, Tesa, 2018). The children’s habits understand that life should be more accessible. In the end, the child will choose to ease the difficulty and avoid the difficulty. As a result, children become weaker in patience and concentration and are quick to demand that people give them whatever they want (Anggrahini, 2013).

**Determination of Gadget Usage Time Limit**

The children can not be separated with smartphones. The role of a parent is important in this situation. They need to control children in playing smartphones. According to Romo, playing with smartphones for a long time and continuously every day can ensure that children develop into anti-social personalities. Children now spend more time playing with smartphones than playing with their peers, leading to individualistic and selfish nature and a lack of sensitivity to the environment (Jonathan, 2013). Parents need to set aside time to play musical instruments in early childhood because: previously, these smartphones were only used as entertainment media. Smartphones could not be used as learning media. Second, children's study time is not well organized. This is indicated by the lack of learning programs for children at home. Third, smartphones hurt children who have smartphones when their study time is not managed properly. Besides, those children have difficulty throwing away smartphones, weak parental control. Lack of village government policies is regarding time limits for using smartphones, unsupportive environment etc. (Sandrawita, 2019).
If the duration of playing smartphones for early childhood is excessive, it will affect the activeness of children’s activities. (Al-Ayouby, 2017) in his article wrote about the high intensity and duration of gadget use that is open to most sports, so that young children are limited in using smartphones because they are not suitable or suitable for use at their age. They play a lot of games without interacting with other people or coworkers.

Educational games combine the principles of play that benefit from creating educational materials with technology that integrates entertainment into learning (Zemliansky, P., Wilcox, 2010). The development of the times also encourages the creation of applications that can support children in wanting to learn in a more fun way. Smartphones have the potential to satisfy children with the knowledge they have acquired quickly, so they think that what they get through the internet or other technology is the most complete and up-to-date knowledge.

**Diversion**

Smartphones are inseparable from life in today's digital era. The active participation of children in the digital era is a social phenomenon that needs to be studied (Corsaro, 2005). Because children depend on smartphones, they think smartphones are everything to them. If they leave the gadget, they will be angry and nervous. Most of their time is spent playing smartphones. As a result, apart from the lack of closeness between parent and child, they remain closed (Hastuti, 2012). Using smartphones at home makes it more challenging to communicate with children. They are ignored when parents ask them to do so and respond less. (Tan Paulus, 2016) in a study entitled "The Effect of Smartphones on the Development of Early Childhood Social Interaction". The results show that smartphones hurt the development of children's social interactions, one of which is that children become more inactive and slow to do activities that cause symptoms of obesity.

Another thing that parents can do to reduce their children's dependence on using smartphones is to increase their choice of activities outside the home. (Novitasari, 2016) explained in his research that children prefer to sit quietly in front of the gadget and enjoy the world on the gadget. (Mark Blades, 2013) explains that games encourage children to learn new concepts in a fun and entertaining context (Al., 2015). The study also found that sport can encourage more activity and encourage children to enjoy activities and adapt to children's learning through play. This study indicates that smartphones affect the social interaction of children aged 5-6 years. This is evidenced by the statistical value of 0.000 <0.05,6 (Novitasari, 2016).

**CONCLUSION**

From the results of analytical descriptive research in the form of the effect of smartphones on early childhood development, it can be concluded that parents who control their children at the right time will not interfere with their child's language development. Children with these criteria can still develop normally. The games they play on their smartphones still benefit early childhood reading skills because some of the game content requires them to recognize commands in the form of reading. However, the effects of using smartphones in early childhood, especially those that are not controlled by their parents, have more negative effects on the language development of early childhood. If it is too excessive, smartphones affect the ability to interact with the child's social environment. This, of course, will lead to poor communication problems in early childhood. This is mainly because children rarely interact with their environment. Even more frightening, children are no longer interested in social interaction. Even lazy to make eye contact with their interlocutor.
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